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Novel Method to Control Temperature on Aluminum Side

Using Customized Proportional Controller Based on

Disturbance Observer
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Abstract—This paper proposes Ilie novel method lo control

temperature on the aluminum side by using customized

proportional controller. Moreover, the system is applied

disturbance observer to estimate heat disturbs nee, .unl

compensate it. In the equipment part, tlie thermoelectric

module is used Peltier device. This device is a (ypc suitable for

analysis thermal system, because the device has a fast respond

and high stability. Also this proposal used high speed FPGA

controller for Ihe programming and signal processing. The

result i.i this research can be guideline lo analysis thermal

systems on the aluminum side for various applications.

Index Terms—<~ustomi/ation proportional cunt roller (CT

controller), proporlional-inle[>ral-derivativc eonlroller (FID

controller), temperature control, hi.n disturbance and

disturbance obsencr.

I. Introduction

Many researches focus on the transmission force from

human to robot or object [1], [2], However, only the force is

insufficient for the complete Haptic sensation. In order to the

human Haptic have force and temperature sensation.

Therefore, this research is proposed development the

temperature controller. The proposal method is used

customization proportional controller (CP controller) and

applying disturbance observer (DOB). This method can

obtained more robust system. Therefore, the information is

explained in this paper, and the validity can be confirmed by

experimental results.

The temperature controlling has various methods such as a

fuzzy logic with Proportional-lntegral-Derivative (PIDj

controller [3], which this controller works well. However, the

response of the PID controller is slower and more

complicate than P controller. Generally, the P controller is

able to obtain a good tracking of a reference point However,

the result of this controller is an overshoot. For this reason,

this research proposes developing temperature control by

using CP controller This method can be reduced the

overshoot of the system by using the characteristic of Ihe

Peltier device [4], Moreover. It can notice the importance

ofcombination between disturbance observer and CP

controller, because the research is applied P controller with

this method as explanation in [5], The result of this system

can obtain more than the robust controller.

The disturbance observer is mainly used in the field of
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motion control [6] and can estimate the amount of force

disturbance by comparing the output of the system with

nominal value of input. In the temperature control,

disturbance of the system is named a heat disturbance, and

using the structure of disturbance observer. Therefore, this

paper, heat disturbance observer is named HDOB. By the

proposed system, the effect of the heat disturbance is

compensated conversion for the current source. The

disturbance observer is simple to design and easy to

implement. Moreover, the heal sensor has a limited

bandwidth, and need to set up in the object, whilst heat value

can be estimated with the disturbance observer. In addition,

the heat sensor has a lot of noise, while disturbance observer

with programming low pass filter can reduce them.

In the equipment part, the thermoelectric module is used

Peltier device. This device is a suitable type for analysis

thermal system, because it has a relatively fast response

among thermal devices [7]. It is used in many applications,

such as a small refrigerator or CPU coolers. The device using

only a DC power source is easy to drive, and it can change

cool side or hot side by reversing direction of the current

source. In the experiment setup, the top of the Peltier side is

arranged the aluminum sheet, because it is the same include

loader and analysis temperature control with material [8], [9],

Moreover, some object of Ihe temperature control need to

contact with the material. In the controller unit part, this

research is used high speed FPGA. It is suitable for the

temperature control and combination with force for the

complete Haptic sensation in the future. The FPGA controls

Peltier by using H-bridge to put current and to revert

direction. The temperature value is measure by using digital

sensor with range from -55°C to +125°C. As a result, the

temperature control becomes more robust to those

disturbances consequently, because the system is only used

digital. It is easy to programming with FPGA and protection

noise working wel!.

The contents of this paper will be written as follows. The

equivalent circuit of the thermal system is given in the section

II. Using equation is analyzed from equivalent circuit.

Meanwhile, the proposed method CP controller with

disturbance observer is explained in section III. The validity

of proposal method is confirmed by experimental results in

section IV. The last section is conclusion of this research.

ll. Equivalent circuit and modeling System

Description

The equations of the temperature control in this research

arc analyzed from the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. I. It

is applied from another research as shown in f 10]. The
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equivalen! circuit consists of Peltier device, aluminum sheet

and objects. The objects are contact with aluminum side such

as human's finger or materials. This is factor heat disturbance

into system, and it is can compensate with disturbance

observer. The aluminum sheet is connected to the hot side

node, because the experiment in this research focused on the

hot temperature control. The cool side is the same. It is

depended on the application. The definitions of the

equivalent circuit and equation are used in this research given

in the Table i.

Table I Lists of Variable and Subscripts

Parameter

T

1

c

Value

Temper.) lure (°O

Heat flow fw)

Heal phvsical constant (W)

Heal connection between Peltier device and

aluminum

Joule Heal in Pettier device (W)

Itiermal Capacitance (UK)

R

R,.

Km,.

U

1

a

s

K,,s,

KD,n

Subscripts: c

Subscripts: h

Subscripts: p

Subscripts: 3

Subscripts: o

Subscripts: n

Subscripts cmd

Subscripts: cms

Subscripts, dis

Superscripts: A

Thermal Resistance (K/W)

Electronic Resistance (f))

C'uloIT frequency (ratt/s)

Voltage (V]

Current source IA)

Seebeck coefficient of Peltier dsviee fV/Kl

Laplace operator

Pioporiumal gain start point

Proportion ill gam stop point

Cool side

Hoot side

Peltier device

A In minum Plant

Output

Nominal value

Command

Compensate

Disturbance

EsuinjuiDn value

Fig I Modeling of the thermal system in tins research

At'jimiin'j Sbt**

T i

(a) Tempcrauirc conirol by police device on the aluminum shcci

L. ,.,.- VO-- ;.„..,

1 "

^-t)-1 .'■..'--.

(b) Temperature control by Pettier dcMtv on the aluminum sheet with HIJOB

fig 2 Block diagram ol'ihe telBptratHfe control on the aluminum sheet (Open loop)
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In the Fig. !, hoi side node ofthe Peltier device can analyze

to

Therefore, the device reverts to cool side. The equation

becomes

On the aluminum sheet, the equation can analyze lo

The thermoelectric modules have a basic equation of the

heat. The equation using in this research is

Moreover, the seedback coefficient (5) of the Peltier is

measure from applying maximum voltage to the device per

temperature changing. Analysis to the equation becomes

From equation <4) and (5) instead ofequation (I) to

(5)

(6)

In addition, the heat equations explained above. It can

analyze from the thermal capacitance in terms of

temperature/time derivative. It can be explained to the

equation (7). This equation is applied from another research

as shown in [11],

C— = q (7)

The equation of the temperature control in is explained in

next equation.

f " — T I-L. <•

, _ I], -lh

l (8)

(9)

disturbance observer. Therefore, the equation (8) and (9)

become to block diagram Fig. 2 (a), and HDOB with low pass

filter as shown in the Fig. 2 (b), and the final block diagram

and proposaf method is explained in the next section.

111. Controller Design

To design the temperature control, the block diagram is

shown in Fig. 3. It consists of actual control (block black iine)

and nominal value or programming with FPGA (block blue

line). In the block diagram, the nominal value is also 2 parts

the CP controller and disturbance observer. It is propose

method in this research.

In the Fig. 3, the frame of the Peltier device is converted

from equation (8) lo block diagram. Therefore, heats disturb

into system as shown in the next equation.

«„
(10)

Moreover, the frame of the aluminum sheet is converted

from equation (8) to block diagram also. Therefore, heats

disturbance is

+ (ID

The heat disturbance are the problem to control the thermal

system, but it can be estimated and compensated by the

structure of the disturbance observer. The estimation method

is compared the output of the system with nominal value of

input. The heat nominal input of the Peltier device is applied

from equation (3) and (4). It becomes to

qref = I"TO (12)

Nominal value input of the aluminum sheet is applied from

The nominal output is obtained from equation (81 and (9).

Moreover, the system is used low pass filter (LPF) to reduce

noise in the section of heat disturbance observer and digital

temperature sensor. The transfer function of the filter is

shown as

From the equation (8). Cp '-j isoutput of the Peltier device,

and raT|,l is actual value of the control system or control

Peltier device par!. In the disturbance section, —--!^-L are
- "r

heat disturbance in the Peltier device. In the equation (9), it is

aluminum sheet section. Also Ca'-y is output of the

aluminum sheet or output of (he system, ~-& is heat

physical constant of the aluminum sheet. Therefore, qi is

output heat disturbance into system. Moreover, installation

between Peltier and aluminum is a kind of thermal resistance.

It is kind of the heat disturbance ((/i;).AII of the disturbance

value can be designed to compensate with structure of the

G(S) = (14)

The last frame of the block is a CP controller. It uses this

method, because the response of the PID controller is slower

P controller. Generally, the P controller is able to obtain a

good tracking of a reference point. Moreover, the PID

controller is also more complicated to design, because the

system needs to choose three gain (Kp, Ki, Kd), while P

controller is selected the single best gain (Kp). However, the

result of this controller is an overshoot. For this reason, this

research is proposed the development of temperature control

by using CP controller. This method can be reduced the

overshoot of the system by using the characteristic of the

Peltier device.
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The H-bridge driver circuit is used to put the current and to

reverse the direction current source of the Pettier device. By

using the characteristic of this device, it is possible to change

to hot or cool status on the surface with the reversing

direction of the current (same as a DC motor). By considering

of the reference command, from the start point to the 30% of

reference are controlled to the hot status.

After the 30% to the peak of the overshoot, the reversing

direction ofcurrent is changed to control from the hot status

to cool status. By using the proposed method, it is possible

to reduce (he overshoot of the system. It is use 30% to

reverse, because from the experimental is the best result.

From block diagram in Fig. 3, it can improve to easy than.

The method explains in the next section.

where: D = a,cfs* + {2anCPgiis - aHCvgda + agdilKd)s3 +

In this method, !t can be reduced the overshoot, because

the Peltier device still has surface hot after the reference

position, while the controller not put the current source. It is a

long time to down. In this reason, the method quickly to

reverse the surface to cool can be obtained good lacking the

reference more than only the P controller. In described above,

the experiment is shown in the next section.

The method in Fig.4 is shown in [12], and it can apply to

control temperature. This method can be confirmed by

experimental result as show in the next section.

IV. IMI'KOVKMLNT C-ONTROLLI R DESIGN

In the Fig.3, this block diagram is difficult to tine thermal

resistant of the joint between Peltier device and aluminum

sheet, because it depends on the process of the connection.

Moreover, it is also difficult to program by FPGA. However,

the section of aluminum sheet can see in ihe kind of the heat

disturbance. Therefore, it can use block diagram in the Fig. 4

to control temperature on aluminum side, while HDOB is

rt& '*.
(15)

The disturbance observer is applied structure from motion

control. The block is shown in the frame of the heal

disturbance in the Fig. 4. Motion control is estimated force

disturbance, while thermal control system is the heat

estimation. Therefore, the heat estimation is described as

> ' fijr.
(16]

From the Fig.4, transfer function of the start point is shown

as following

'cmd

(17)

where: A = a,,CpS3 + l2«nCpg^,, - a»CBgais)S2 + (onCpalis! -

"-CVW - fff^C,.* + ogd,sKn,)S + ag^Kp,

After the 30% to Ihe peak of the overshoot, the transfer

function of this puinl is realized as following

Tj,

where: B = dl! - c,,,cvSa,s-)S> + (au

18)

In the section of CP controller, it is changing to the PID

controller. The transfer function becomes

rh

where: C = ««■„** +■ (aKp

(19)

s3 + (2aga,tK,, + aK, +

V. Experiments

To confirm the validity of the proposal method, several

experiment setup and results are conducted in this section.

A. Experimental Setup

The schematic block diagram of the temperature control is

shown in Fig. 5.The block diagram consists of:

- Altera Cyclone HI FPGA is used EP3CI20F780C8N

version to control system.

• Computer uses for programming FPGA and analysis

signal (Jala. The programming is applied VHDL

language with Quartus II software, and using USB

blaster connected between computer and FPGA.

• LCD character displays value temperature and

referent temperature.

• Peltier device is used version ETC-03I-I4-11-E. The

device is arranged on the heat sink and DC fan to

dissipate the endothermic heat flow.

• The H-bridgc driver is used to put current and to

reverse direction current for Peltier device with

mosfet 1R.F3205 (Maximum IIOA). It is control

voltage by FPGA with series PWM.

• The digital temperature sensor used DS18B20 version

with 12 bit for reading temperature.

The experiment hardware setup is shown in Fig. 6 (a). The

main equipments are controller unit, driver current and

thermal system. The FPGA controller unit is used high speed

with a clock frequency 50 MHz (20ns). The driver can be

supplied the current to the device, and it can be reversed

direction of the current to hot or coo! on the Peltier device. A

method to reverse direction current is proposed method in

this research.

The last main equipment is a thermal system. The

schematic of this system is given in the Fig. 6 (b). The Peltier

device is mounted on the heat sink with DC fan to dissipate

the endothermic heat flow, and top side of device arranged

aluminum sheet. The top of aluminum is arranged digital

temperature sensor to measure the temperature value. In the

explanation above, the system control is used only the digital.

It easy to control by FPGA, because it is not used digital to

analog convertor (DAC) or analog to digital converter (ADC).

It is easy to programming, and digital system is protected
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noise working well.

S Experimental Result

The proposed control system design is confirmed by

experiment. Several experiment results are shown in [he Fig.

6. The temperature command is set to difference 8 "C from

temperature room. The parameters are used in these

experiments given in the Table II

Firstly. CP controller method is changed the direction of

current to reduce the overshoot. In Ihis method, [he

experimental result comparison between P controller and CP

controller is shown in Ihe Fig. 7 (a). The proposal method

retains the properties of the P controller. Therefore, it is

giving a faster response when comparison with PID

controller as shown the Fig. 7 (b). At the time around 200 s,

we are used another Peltier to touch the aluminum sheet for

testing the outside object disturbance into system. The CP

controller has response to tacking better the PID controller.

Secondly, the Fig. 7 (c) is a comparison between using and

not using the disturbance observer. From the experimental

results it can be seen that, the robust controller can be

obtained by using disturbance observer. The Fig. 7 (d) is

experiment when the object disturbance in to system at the

time around 200 s. it can be confirmed that the proposed CP

controller based on disturbance observer is obtain the better

results to reject the disturbance.

FABLE II Pabwi USE In This l-.xi'HRiMtN p1

Paramcici

K,

K,

&

a

Value

1 5

4

0.!

0.15

0,5

1i (rad/s)

0.8{W/K|

00127 (V/K)

Temperature Control On Aluminum Side

42

O

3J

32

301

0

_ j

Relerenl

P Controller With Dis-Oris

CP Comrolleir Wuh Ois-OOb

100 160 200 Z5O 300

Time(S)

(a) Comparison beiween P controller and CP controller

381

37

36

g 35

5 33
a.

I 32
r-

31

30!

29-

Temperature Control On Aluminum Side

■-—- i i1"■- *'-■■'

Refeiem

- CP Comroller Wntom Dib-OBs

CP Conliollelr With Dis-Obs

50 100 150 200

Time(S)

250 300

(c)CP controller tiol using and using DOB

Temperature Control On Aluminum Side

37g

M 35

S

°- 34

- Relerenl

PO Controller With Dis-Obs

CP Controleir With Dis-Obs

0 100 150 200 250 300

Time(S)

(b) Comparison between PID controller and CP controller

40

39

3B

537
g 36

g 35

33

3,

31

30

Temperature Control On Aluminum Side

- Referent

CP Controller Without Di3-065

C P Controlleir Wilh Dis-Obs

50 100 150 200

Time(S)

250 300

(d) CP controller not using and using DOB (Outside disturbance mio system)

Kig 7

vi. Conclusion

From the development of the method to control

temperature, the CP controller provides belter results than the

PID controller, because it still used characteristic of the P

controller, while the customization is a method for reducing

the overshool. Moreover, the system is applied disturbance

observer in conjunction with the CP controller. The response
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of this method can give the robust system. It can be used to

guideline the analysis of temperature control with Peltier

device on the aluminum sheet for applications obtaining

better stability. In the future research, we will focus on the

bilateral temperature controller and combination with force.

This system can be applied to complete the Haptie sensation

system between human and robo! or material.
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